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The Healing Pools exhibition will open at Expressions on February 18.
A new interactive exhibit at Expressions, all the way from America, is set to stun visitors.
Healing Pools will be opening on February 18 and is an interactive floor projection. When gallery visitors
walk across the floor, the projected light reacts, creating patterns that last long after the person has
stepped away.
The installation comes from Bostonbased digital artist Brian Knep.
"This project serves as a type of memorial, a constantly evolving record of change that honours the
minuscule ways in which the slightest interactions no matter how small or unintentional have some
impact. It is also an examination of how each person is, like the pool, a manifestation of everything that
came before," he said.
Every person who walks across the floor leaves their mark, creating a history of the interactions people
have had.
The installation uses custom algorithms created by Knep to make the patterns. The equations used in
the algorithm came from biological and chemical models of molecular interactions.
Essentially, they are the chemical interactions at the core of living beings.

Inspiration for Healing Pools also came from public reflecting pools and historic spaces, such as the
Duomo in Florence, Italy.
Knep is a Boston native and was the first artistinresidence at Harvard Medical School. He was also a
computer graphics software developer for the film Jurassic Park.
Expressions director Leanne Wickham was pleased to have the installation at the gallery.
"This is exciting, new, responsive technology that combines art, maths, technology and health. This
interactive experience will provide both an immersive and contemplative experience for all
generations," she said.
Healing Pools opens at Expressions on February 18. Entry is free due to support from the Upper Hutt
Health Centre.
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At the RISD Museum, you control the show
Emma Wohl

A family with three small children enters a room at the Rhode Island School of Design Museum. The youngest child, Karis,
3, sees a bright red button on the wall and squeals, "Can I touch it?"
The children amuse themselves for several minutes running from one wall to another, seeing how they can make the
pictures on the walls move faster, grow larger or spin in circles.
In this particular exhibit, Brian Knep's '90 GS'92 "Exempla," such behavior is encouraged. The exhibit is made up of four
installations projected onto the walls of the Anne, Michael and Amelia Spalter New Media Gallery. It is interactive — by
pressing a button, stepping down on a pedal or turning a dial, guests can make the images come to life. The drawings
themselves are strikingly simple, childish stick figure cartoons.
Knep's work "is not like anything else I've seen," said Judith Tannenbaum, Richard Brown Baker curator of contemporary
art at the RISD Museum. That may be because Knep's background is in science and technology, and he was "a science
guy" before he ever considered pursuing a career in visual art, she added.
In "Escape," the most surprising and dynamic of Knep's installations, two big red buttons activate the drawings within two
separate pools of light, causing them to explode out and invade each other's space. "Escape" packs Knep's signature
egg-shaped stick figures so tightly together that they are hard to identify individually. Rather, they resemble the contents
of a giant Petri dish.
In "Embark," composed of two cylinders of light filled with figures, the movement of the drawings is more leisurely and
depends on the length of time the viewer presses the button. Every viewer's experience is unique.
"Excel" speeds up gradually when guests step on a pedal embedded in the floor. The images simply spin faster within a
circle of light, constantly drawn towards the center of a vortex.
"Expand" may not look like much when left to its own devices, but when the viewers turn the dial below the installation, the
stick figures swarm and scatter as excitedly as the rest.
But the dial looks more like a device to control the room's temperature than a part of the piece — the only technical
difficulty with this work. Guests can be forgiven for leaving the piece alone, or staring in confusion while wondering what
their role should be.
While influenced by Knep's scientific background and including digital technology in its execution, "Exempla" is by no
means inaccessible to the casual viewer. "The great thing about this exhibition is that it can appeal to an adult or a child,"
Donna Desrochers, the museum's director of marketing, wrote in an e-mail to The Herald.
"We didn't market it that way, it's the nature of the artist's work. You can look at it, ponder it, interact with it," she added.
"We can tell when children are down here. Even from upstairs, we can hear them squealing," said Francine Ferrante,
assistant supervisor in security for the museum.
Knep's pieces are thought-provoking, but they also have a sense of whimsy. "Identifying with and laughing at the
creatures' behaviors allows me to accept and laugh at my own, similar, behaviors, which can lead to change and a more
mindful experience of life," Knep said in the museum's press release.
The pieces are simple, joyful fun for children or the older viewer's inner child.
This exhibit is definitely worth checking out if you are already at the museum, but it's too small to make the trek for just
one room. Exempla will be at the RISD Museum through March 6.
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What is art? At the VU Brauer Museum it’s all about variety
By Amy Lavalley

VALPARAISO — The Brauer Museum of Art has on display four diverse exhibits that tackle a wide array of media, from
paintings that touch on science fiction and social commentary, to an interactive, pulsating light display.
“It’s really just about circumstance and the way things worked out, but really, the theme becomes variety,” said Gregg
Hertzlieb, the museum’s art director. He curated or helped curate two of the four exhibits now at the museum. “As you go
through, we’re just trying to give you a varied perspective of what art is.”
A rundown of the exhibits, which are on display until March 18:
“Mindless Mayhem: The Art of Ron Villani” features about 80 of Villani’s works, mostly paintings. “There’s some social
commentary in there but it’s also fun,” Hertzlieb said. He said the science fiction aspect of Villani’s work is new for the
museum. That exhibit is in the Wehling and McGill Galleries.
“Healing Pool: An Installation by Brian Knep” occupies the West Gallery, and uses custom algorithms to create
shifting, organic light patterns on the floor, which break apart when a person walks across them. “It’s really unusual. I’ve
not seen anything like that before,” Hertzlieb said.
“The Art of Jeanette Pasin Sloan” occupies the Ferguson Galleries. All of the pieces on exhibit are part of the museum’s
permanent collection, because she donated her complete archives to the museum.
Her detailed, brightly colored lithographs are startlingly true to life. “People do refer to her as a photo realist,” Hertzlieb
said.
“Other State: Claudette Roper Video Installation” is in the Education Room. The video installation examines racism
through filmed interviews with 40 African-Americans of various ages. “It’s all mouths, talking about what it’s like to be
black,” Hertzlieb said.
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Reviews: Humor at the RISD Museum; sparkle at the Wheeler school

“Escape” by artist Brian Knep is part of an interactive exhibit at the RISD Museum.

It isn’t often that you find the words “fun” and “futility” inhabiting the same sentence. After all, how much fun
can you have pondering the futility of your own existence and the absurdity of life in general? (That is, of
course, unless your name is Jean-Paul Sartre.)

Still, as fans of “The Simpsons” can attest, it is possible to laugh — and laugh heartily — in the face of life’s
absurdities.
While not quite as laugh-out-loud funny as a Simpson’s episode, the antics of the strange little creatures that
inhabit “Exempla,” an interactive exhibit at the RISD Museum, can be just as amusing. The work of Brian
Knep, a Brown University graduate who’s currently based in Boston, “Exempla” consists of four small video
works, each featuring the same cast of crudely drawn animated figures.
In a piece called “Excel,” a parade of these bobble-headed humanoids slowly makes its way toward a circle of
light. Depending on your frame of reference, they could be fame-seekers drawn toward the klieg lights of
celebrity or virtual pilgrims striving for intellectual or religious enlightenment.
In the end, it doesn’t matter: as soon as they arrive at the light, each figure instantly disappears from view, as
though yanked away by an unseen hand.
Things initially look more promising in “Expand,” a work in which another series of amoeba-shaped figures
slowly inflate like helium-filled balloons, then drifts toward another circle of light. Ultimately, though, their fate
is the same: as soon as the light hits them, they shrivel, sink and have to start over again. (Then again, at least
they’re not zapped into nothingness like the figures in “Excel.”)
In the remaining two works, “Escape” and “Embark,” viewers can play the role of digital gatekeeper, allowing
individual figures to pass from crowded, claustrophobic spaces into spaces that are less crowded. Eventually,
though the two spaces switch roles, with the once unpopulated area becoming crowded and the densely
populated area becoming nearly empty.
Interestingly, while Knep’s amoeba-like figures rarely meet with success, they don’t seem to begrudge the
absurd (or at least doomed-to-fail) universe in which they find themselves. As many times as they fail at
whatever it is they’re doing — and Knep wisely allows us to attach as many different meanings and motivations
to his figures as we like — they inevitably pick themselves up and start all over again.
In the end, they’re funny precisely because they’re so deeply human.
“Brian Knep: Exempla” runs through Feb. 28 at the RISD Museum, 224 Benefit St. in Providence. For
information, including hours and admission, call (401) 454-6500 or visit www.risdmuseum.org.
There’s a distinct seasonal vibe — somewhere between late winter and early spring — emanating from the
current two-person show at the Wheeler’s School’s Chazan Gallery.
Allison Paschke, a Providence artist whose background is in ceramics (she studied at the famed Cranbrook
Academy of Art), supplies the winter weather.
Her shimmery mixed-media pieces, made from a combination of clear acrylic and epoxy framed against
mirrored backgrounds, evoke a wintry mix of rain (“Penfield: Falling”), snow (“Penfield: Collection”) and sleet
(“Penfield: Blue Sanaa”).
The same materials also turn up in a series of larger works in which clusters of letters are outlined against
gleaming blue backgrounds. The results suggest swirling galaxies composed of intergalactic ABCs.
Diane Hoffman, meanwhile, supplies some warmth with a series of boldly colored abstract paintings. By
patiently layering color upon color and shape upon shape, Hoffman creates complex compositions that
constantly shift and sparkle even as you look at them.

Ends Thursday, Feb. 10, at the Chazan Gallery@Wheeler, 228 Angell St. in Providence. Hours: 11-4. For more
information, call (401) 421-9230 or visit www.chazangallery.org.
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Action, Reaction, and Phenomenon
By Nathaniel Stern on Wednesday, October 15th, 2008 at 11:55 am.
In his book, Parables for the Virtual, Brian Massumi calls for "movement, sensation, and qualities of experience" to be
put back into our understandings of embodiment. He says that contemporary society comprehends bodies, and by
extension the world, almost exclusively through linguistic and visual apprehension. They are defined by their images,
their symbols, what they look like and how we write and talk about them. Massumi wants to instead "engage with
continuity," to encourage a processual and active approach to embodied experience. In essence, Massumi proposes that
our theories "feel" again. "Act/React," curator George Fifield's "dream exhibition" that opened at the Milwaukee Art
Museum on October 4th, picks up on these phenomenologist principles. He and his selected artists invite viewer‐
participants to physically explore their embodied and continuous relationships to each other, the screen, space, biology,
art history and perhaps more.
Fifield is quick to point out that all the works on show are unhindered by traditional interface objects such as the mouse
and keyboard. Most of them instead employ computer vision technologies, more commonly known as interactive video.
Here, the combined use of digital video cameras and custom computer software allows each artwork to "see," and
respond to, bodies, colors and/or motion in the space of the museum. The few works not using cameras in this fashion
employ similar technologies towards the same end. While this homogeneity means that the works might at first seem
too similar in their interactions, their one‐to‐one responsiveness, and their lack of other new media‐specific explorations
‐‐ such as networked art or dynamic appropriation and re‐mixing systems ‐‐ it also accomplishes something most
museum‐based "state of the digital art" shows don't. It uses just one avenue of interest by contemporary media artists
in order to dig much deeper into what their practice means, and why it's important. "Act/React" encourages an
extremely varied and nuanced investigation of our embodied experiences in our own surroundings. As the curator
himself notes in the Museum's press release, "If in the last century the crisis of representation was resolved by new
ways of seeing, then in the twenty‐first century the challenge is for artists to suggest new ways of experiencing...This is
contemporary art about contemporary existence." This exhibition, in other words, implores us to look at action and
reaction, at our embodied relationships, as critical experience. It is a contemporary investigation of phenomenology.
Near the entrance of the show, Scott Snibbe's Boundary Functions (1998) begins by literalizing the fine line between
publicly constructed and personally constituted space, between "you (plural)" and "me." As his audience members cross
the threshold onto the interactive platform, the work draws and projects a real‐time Voronoi diagram around them. No
matter how many people are present (and moving) in the installation, each gets a continual partitioning of exactly the
same size: lines that separate them. Snibbe says his initial inspiration for the work came out of a desire to reveal how we
relate to one another, how we define ourselves and the physical space of our bodies through, and with, those around us.
When he turned it on, however, his revelation wound up changing that relationship itself: we immediately want to use
our bodies to trap or destroy or trick the piece and what it re‐presents. It was after seeing his own creation in action that
Snibbe began referring to himself as a "social artist" ‐‐ given that he doesn't just reveal, but actually affects, social
behavior.
Further into the exhibition space, this is followed by Snibbe's Deep Walls (2003), where viewers' shadows are recorded
and played back in a grid of sixteen cinematic squares. Participants dance and shake and explore with their shadows
between the projection and screen, and every active performance snippet is stored as a silhouetted animation in one of
its comic book‐like boxes. Each video sequence replaces one that was there before. Here, we are creating embodied and
dynamic signs within a greater, collaborative structure; we continuously find and make our own language and meaning
with and through our bodies. We tell and re‐tell and co‐tell embodied stories, through movement.
Echo Evolution (1999) is the next work on show, produced by Liz Phillips, an artist effectively working with interactivity
for 40 some‐odd years. It asks for viewers to navigate through a large dark room, and responds with real‐time noise and
neon lights. Where you move, how quickly you do so, and where others are in relation to you and the space, all direct

the piece's output. Although potentially the richest piece in its complexity, the non‐transparency of the interaction and
its rules unfortunately made this work the weakest on the exhibition. Most viewers were trying to understand how it
worked, rather than exploring their bodies in relation to that interaction. I've seen far better installations by Phillips, and
think this one was an ineffectual choice in the context of the greater show.

Image: Brian Knep, Healing Pool, 2008. Computer, custom software, video projectors, video cameras, vinyl flooring.
Dimensions variable. (Photo by Nathaniel Stern)

Brian Knep's premiering Healing Pool (2008) continues his explorations of biologically inspired generative algorithms.
This room‐sized petri dish features a floor that is covered in projected "cells" that active participants walk through/over,
leaving tears and empty space in their wake. The installation then "heals" itself by growing new cells as seams and scars,
never again to repeat any of its previous patterns. Knep's work pushes at the conceptual boundaries of how we
understand growth, healing, organic structures and temporal inter‐activity. It's a work that is mostly playful on its
surface, and extremely subtle in its visual difference over time. So subtle, in fact, that it's very easy to miss its doubled
gesture towards emergence theory: both how simple systems can create complexity, and how our embodied
interactions, which seemingly change little, have lasting and forever‐changing effects.
Daniel Rozin's two pieces were admittedly the most surprising for those already familiar with his work. His investigation
of material mirror metaphors began in 1999 with Wooden Mirror, where over 700 individual wood chips in a grid point
up and down on servo motors, towards and away from lights above, in order to create a real‐time video image, a live
woodcut. In the preview images of "Act/React," his Peg Mirror (2007) and Snow Mirror (2006) looked like minor
variations on this original theme: the former in lower resolution and with rotating and slanted wooden pegs, the latter a
video software projection which slowly reveals our images in what looks like falling snow. But the subtle temporal
difference in Rozin's new work opens up the possibility for more contemplative embodied investigation. In Peg Mirror,
for example, the slow rotation of each individual pixel means that there is a lovely and material lag that trails off behind
everything we do. It is less of a direct response, and more of a call and response with our reduced, or distilled, image.
Our engagement is continuous. Snow Mirror, then, also breaks direct mirroring by building an image over time, with
"external" forces ‐‐ the snow. Its movements define our movements, and vice versa. These beautiful pieces are the
strongest I've seen from Rozin yet.
Next, Janet Cardiff's To Touch (1994) adds a wonderful counterpoint to Snibbe's Deep Walls. Instead of her visitors
constituting new narratives with their bodies, they elicit and construct two lovers’ stories with their physical touch. Each
participant is invited to draw out and feel monologues and aural moments, her main characters revealing history when
we glide over the surface of a well‐lived carpenter’s table. As our hands caress the grain, marks and dents of the wood,

her multi‐channel sound installation proffers tidbits of story to contemplate. Cardiff is a master at creating physiological
responses to minimal sonic and/or visual information, and this piece is no exception.
And finally, Camille Utterback's External Measures (2003), Untitled 5 (2004) and Untitled 6 (2005) summarize the entire
show by inviting an embodied investigation of art, art history and art‐making itself. Here, visitors' movements under a
birds‐eye view camera can create, smudge or magnetically and magically attract scores of painterly marks across her
screen‐as‐canvas. These stunning software paintings each encourage explorations of material and presence, with varying
styles and application methods to their surface. The complexity of Utterback's software, which is crafted to respond to
stillness as well as movement, to continuously shift with every new interaction, is matched only by the simplicity of her
interface: the body. This is art about art and artists, images and image production, signs and bodies; it asks us to engage
with how we express and represent, and how we relate to each of these embodied processes. It is a beautiful series of
works about the art of embodiment, and the embodiment of art.
For as Massumi points out, "When a body is in motion, it does not coincide with itself. It coincides with its own
transition: its own variation... In motion, a body is in an immediate, unfolding relation to its own... potential to vary."
The body, like art and the bodies and dialogues that surround it, is "an accumulation of relative perspectives and the
passages between them... retaining and combining past movements," continuously "infolded" with "coding and
codification." Fifield and his selected artists invite us to engage, enact and explore all of the above.
"Act/React" runs through January 11, 2009 at the Milwaukee Art Museum, and includes a full‐color printed and DVD
catalogue, in collaboration with Aspect Magazine. Remaining events include a lecture by Steve Dietz on 16 October, an
artist talk by Amy Granat on 13 November, and gallery talks throughout the rest of the year. http://mam.org/
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"Things that go unhealed in our own lives, which we cover over
superficially, need to be opened up, cleaned out, and then the real
healing can begin," says artists Brian Knep whose recent work was
inspired by time spent at Harvard Medical School. (Globe Staff
Photo / Suzanne Kreiter)
Is there an artist in the house?
At Harvard Medical School, the answer is yes. Now Brian Knep is about to reveal 'Deep Wounds,' the work he created
during a yearlong residency.
By Geoff Edgers, Globe Staff | April 7, 2006
Think of an abstract, ever‐changing rug.
Each time you step on it, a pattern is created. Each movement produces another wormlike wiggle.
Brian Knep is a trained computer scientist turned artist who uses technology to make such pieces. The organisms Knep
creates try to squirm back into place ‐‐ that's human nature ‐‐ but they never quite fit. The scar remains.
''The point is really to take something finite ‐‐ like a computer, like a mathematical equation ‐‐ and pull something
organic out of it," says Knep. ''How do I make an interaction more soulful?"
The search has taken him to Harvard Medical School, where, since September, Knep (pronounced as you would ''knish")
has served as its first artist‐in‐residence. He's always been inspired by science and fascinated by the way living things
move, change, and, eventually, die. That's why Knep chose a desk in the Department of Systems Biology, so he could
pick the brains of some of the school's leading research scientists.
Now he's presenting the residency's crowning achievement: ''Deep Wounds," a public work that will be up in Harvard's
Memorial Hall through April 23. With each step through the hallway, a visitor will strip away a virtual skin projected
underfoot to reveal a series of words and dates.
On a literal level, this text is meant to reference the Harvard‐educated Confederate soldiers who died in the Civil War.
(Memorial Hall was built to honor Harvard's Union dead.) The message, though, is meant to highlight one of Knep's
constant themes ‐‐ unfinished healing.
''Things that go unhealed in our own lives, which we cover over superficially, need to be opened up, cleaned out, and

then the real healing can begin," he explains in his fourth‐floor studio on Harrison Avenue in SoWa.
A lot of what Knep gathered during his time at Harvard was inspiration. He spent four hours one afternoon with Tim
Mitchinson, who showed him how cells split. He learned more about how a parasite operates from Bill Brieher. The
science didn't influence his work in a literal sense. But the discussions, he says, have helped him consider many
philosophical questions about how living things behave.
''Take apoptosis, which is when a cell kills itself," Knep says. ''It happens when DNA is damaged. There are just some
incredible metaphors for people who are mentally ill and try to kill themselves, but not even to that extreme. Just how
we live our daily lives."
On the Cambridge campus, Knep made another important discovery. He learned that the Union dead had their names
listed in Memorial Hall. The Confederate dead did not. ''To me, it just talked about this idea of unfinished healing, and
even the conflict we're having right now between the red and the blue states," Knep says.
The art of chance
Knep's gig at Harvard happened largely by chance.
The school's Office for the Arts, Knep's cosponsor, has had a resident artist for each of the last 31 years. The Harvard
Medical School, though, had never had one. But one night, Becky Ward, the executive director of Harvard's Systems
Biology Department, came to visit an artist in a neighboring South End gallery.
She strolled into Knep's space and, after striking up a conversation, discovered that he was using equations in his art that
had similar applications in biology. They kept talking.
Not everyone was so welcoming. Some of the scientists grumbled when they heard of the artist's residency.
''The way I saw it, bringing an artist into this environment wasn't going to have any impact whatsoever," remembers
Brieher, a biologist. ''Why were we doing this?"
But he went one day last fall to see Knep make a presentation. Standing in front of the biologists, the artist, who had
traded his typical jeans for slacks, showed how he uses computer‐generated equations to create something that
behaves like a living organism. He played video of his ''Healing Series," which was exhibited at the DeCordova Museum
and Sculpture Park in 2004.
Brieher was impressed. He even asked a question about the programming. ''In the end, it took me about 30 minutes to
change my mind," he said.
Healing arts
Still, Knep admits the idea of doing such a public work was daunting. Though he's one of the area's most promising
young artists ‐‐ in February, Knep and Jane Marsching were the only locals awarded grants from the Creative Capital
Foundation, a New York organization whose members include Laurie Anderson and director Richard Linklater ‐‐ Knep
had never done a public work before.
He also only recently felt comfortable calling himself an artist. After graduating from Brown University in 1991, Knep
headed to California for a job as a software engineer at Industrial Light & Magic. Over three years at the company
founded by ''Star Wars" creator George Lucas, Knep developed technologies that led to a pair of Academy Awards for
technical excellence and scientific work.

He got restless, though, and felt he was no longer creating his own work. Knep quit ILM to follow his then‐girlfriend to
Ann Arbor, Mich., where she enrolled in law school. Once there, he barely logged onto his computer. He did register for
a community pottery class. The experience was liberating, he says, and so different from his programming work.
''To make good pots, you have to work with the clay. You can't fight it," says Knep. ''You have to get into this mindful
state. It's so different from computers, where it's abstract in your head. I'd finish on my pottery and feel energized and
powerful. When I worked on my computer for four hours, I'd feel dead."
Re‐energized, Knep headed back east in 1997 with his girl‐friend, who had been hired at a Boston law firm. With a
colleague, he did design work for the Science Museum and Boston Computer Museum. He also started to show a few
friends the work that he would later call his art. He created his ''Healing Series," which remains a model for his work.
With an overhead camera, Knep projected on a rubber mat images that resembled bacteria seen under a microscope. A
second camera detected the figures walking across the mat. With each step, the pattern would change. Sometimes, it
parted like a stretch of beach sand being stepped on near the waterline. The patterns would try to repair themselves,
but never to their original states.
Emboldened by the positive response to his work at an open studios event at SoWa, Knep invited over George Fifield,
the founder of Boston CyberArts and the new media curator at the DeCordova Museum and Sculpture Park.
''I was blown away," said Fifield, of his visit to the studio. Knep's piece would be included in the 2004 DeCordova annual.
To develop his Harvard piece, Knep walked around campus. He settled on Memorial Hall after learning about the
building's history. Originally, Knep planned to put the names of the dead Confederate soldiers into the piece. They
would be revealed when somebody walked through the hall. Cathy McCormick, director of programs at the Office for
the Arts, was unsure.
''The fact that he wanted to use typography, at all, was fascinating," says McCormick. ''This is an artist who had worked
abstractly, whose work is usually about blobs."
But, she asked, did he really want to list those names? Was his project about wounds and scars and healing, or about
pushing to get the Confederate dead listed alongside the Union soldiers? Knep began to question the implications. Was
he somehow making a statement about race relations at the university, or even the school's conflict with departed
professor Cornel West? Or was the university interfering?
For a moment, Knep almost gave up. He decided after a few days that McCormick might have a point. Knep's artistic
statement had a lot more to do with philosophical questions than a campaign for the Confederates. Still, making a
decision so late in the process made him nervous.
''What I needed was some café time," he says.
Knep took his blue notebook to the B‐Side Lounge in Cambridge. Over a pizza and beer, he sketched and dismissed a
handful of ideas. Then inspiration hit. He thought of his own reaction to war.
''When you hear about a missile going off target and killing people in a house, it's just a statistic," he says. ''You feel it
when you actually think of the people. That it was somebody's friend or brother or mother."
That was the answer. Instead of names, he would list the relationship a dead soldier had with another person ‐‐ father,
brother, son ‐‐ along with where the graduate was born and the date he died.
''I didn't want it to be a compromise piece, but once I came to the final solution, I felt pretty good about it," says Knep.

''I'm not sure how to explain it other than it felt right."
Geoff Edgers can be reached at gedgers@globe.com.

